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. -The following letter, =der date of 19 lay 1990, boa boon own to Ling
Mai by lecistin Papa or the Latium/ hem* Perim

\

"Cla 12 ay I reestred the fillsidng letter atgaed by Gem@ ardisou
on the wadies days

1	 Plir Nediers Attached hereto I 4 .. oopy of the UtterI.1111011010 the praidep.	 ham mob beim
' 'srairmint; at the Naticeml Committee, mow requested by Me Majesty

the Ling mill be given isdieidaally.I. ,
.	 el have reprodimed this teatbsosjXtidal it is es shirt as it is

tempests Detlesting case more .. _ 	 Is ommeepties of the
, National Cammittes sod at his role as Presidia of lids urges or leadership

of the limisaisa sables abroad, he smewme . without lowiag the permission
at the author .. to the ?beg isnot:tam aired by Tear Ilageety through the\
letter or Gement Petreolaser, oeneeraing ressmis 'shy the lictimial Committee
muds work in a useful my.

.	 I
"Yaw Ilajestr hams *at Weisel *demon has misgeoded the sessions env'

tiled he Ime stopped the a/MITI* of the Committee over width he presides
modil he readies satimdasktes in a personal ocedliat elAh one of the
ambers of the Committee. It eau be seat that not WM the ergs* cm at
the BOTS1s1.1. or the evident urgimey ind imporimeme of the pollee
requested by a Sigh Order, here best able to bring General Wideemi to
reammee the presidimitial strike with aid& he welshes the moon cause

(

from persmi motives.	 ._

i	 °It should balm thus tat In his conception bin cum mil3.1132gce
ocsee before the public Intermit, the National Committee being subordinated

- completely to the will of its preeident.
°Perfectly legimlly, this deduction appose eraggerated bemuse of the

grave conoleaion that it reaches. Nobody, ..1,0•0,104eg the signer of these
es, canteet0 the patriotism oillrevbireacm, to Tibia a 1cmg and
itiful life stands witness.
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"But ohappily, the tea of political experience, the tasperamott. the
formation and wooknessee of e.g., to which is added the bed influence of
some ;friends*, have produoed in him - without wishing it or withorb his
being mare of it a ocobteed moral ongem, in which the lines dividing
the national interest trom his personal sensibility are lost. Wring him
!apropos for leadership in a democratic spirit, or a political notion as
a team said the hard and involved oironmetenoss in which we find ourselves.

"Thin difficulty, which began to shoe itself in the course of long
negotiation for the formation of the Coodttee, be widest soon
after its oration end became aggravated 'with tiae, has brought the wakening

‘..:„Viyhe authority and the pa
nd

ralysis of the aotivity at this orlon which has
eat	 rched a dead e."

'air.,

"The badness with which General Radesou insistently degraded free the
beginning, the formation of a Committee tot his mat in lawn, in which if
not all then a najarity of the menhers wad be naminated by him end devoted
personally to Ma, not succeeding, he acaspbed the presidency of the
existing group, aply to declare at coos his dissatiefaatiot and to gramma
Ida detendation to do ererytking pantie to change the oomposition of
the Gommittes.

eftemvelv,t1/ '
"Time, from the first moment, woad the/Satiated. Committee there was

\____created an atmosphere of instability and alsternfaINVIRRITOrlrarstal
aneratices.

"It is • pity that the dissatisfaction of General Radesou was not
appeased by these initial verbal manifestations. The modification of the
Cased.ttee as he desires it has boson the dominant idea of his attire
activity, his major preocoupstion. A passionate fighter, he has pursued the
aeoomplishment of this objective with energy and perseverance really worthy
of a better cause.

1 "The mobilisation of the Itumenian emigration - an easy operation taking
into consideration the state of nasal depression, the excited state of rural
depression, the excited state of mind and permiutent greesure in which our
'wandering brothers !lye .. was the first taatioi step in the fight which
the president began against his Committee. *The men of the General' in
various owe:ries began to speak of the incapacity end incompetence of the
tam ter the leadership of the Rumanian action, thsacm‘frills especially eom

[of the members who, seised by personal ambition, or a partisan and negative,
' :',aper all the noble initiatives of the president.

,	 "The representatives of the political pastier, especially the leaders
i of the Retina Peasant Party. mere hold responsible first of all for

. bringing about this deplorable state of affairs. Their prinoipel error was
that they kept stubbornly to the pretense of establishing Rumanian action
abroad an the n.11 of the nation at hone, as expressed through the demooratio
political parties, whoae leaders by thousands oonfroca martyrdom on the
altar of the Rumen= cause.

"Before this antiquated partisan conception - evidently errcmeous - the
moment the sluice for personal ambitions was opened, full of the memory of
a too elastic political past the ideologues around General Redact invented
a neer political theory. tint at 'personalities', Which nould alone correspond1L__--
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to 'the laws of our mil•". By this definition, the political parties should
be considered as a sort of misfortune which divides and aggravates the

- nation, 'Who says party, says part", General Adesou stated in one of his
manifestos. These parties, being formally °oppressed in the country by the
Communist govertma, wiener have mandataries and representatives abroad.

' Lately, bemuse of the instability of palls opinion specifically known, it

i)

is very doubtful that the parties to which thefts:Lion nation gave its
votes lathe historic deotian of 1928, still enjay today the same popularity.
On top of that, without regard to the present uncaahrollable situation, the
future of these political organm being uncertain, it would be &mistake to

I
build the action of Insolation on them.

1 •	 "The laws of mile' demand that this notion be oonduoted by 'representative
personalities", /mho, without regard to their past and to the repute they enjoy
in the country, are qualified for this role because of their talent and

W
c value -appreciated, certainly,14'themselves or at least by General

eali• and through their oonneotionevAhlarious influential circles
abroad.

"Tt is useless to insist upon the value of this theory of 'the elite',
'AL*, although of nazi inspiration, will certainly have the approval of
traitors in Beclearest.

'The existence of political parties and their ;art in the life of
democratic communities does not depend on definitions or on the wishes of
our neetheoritioians. On the other hand, the national Peasant Party reoeives
and looks upon such verbal attacks 'with serenity. not once but many tines
during its stenqrsest it has been 'suppressed', and 'dissolved',dissolved' only after
every such 'mortal blow' to appear neve powerful then before, to witness the
overthrow and disappearance of its suppressers.

"We are then not worried abent the Arturo of our Party. In this action
of liberationleo do not think interne of party, but only of national
interest. Pot into application, the new theurywould twice from the national
Committee the right and authority to speak lathe name of the Nation and to
represent the interacts of the Romaine State, reducing this organ to the rank
of a ocemittee, aoy single oommittee of refugees which is formed anyplace,
according to needs and possibilities, representing the suffering° and the
interests of its associated numbers. So under the pretext Of the doubtful
'efficiency' of some individuals the right of actidn of	 the &meninx people
yoga be 'oppressed and the authorised voice of the Dation mold be silenced.

"No matter how strange, the theory wee spread not only among the Rumanian
emigrants, but also in important foreign circles, and especially here in
America. •

•
"Bat through a logic even more strange, parallel with its launching two

other tactical operations were begun. On one side, General Rldesou announced
with much fuss, the creation of a not cultural and political group for
Rumanian refugees named IThe0Bencoratio Union of Free Rumanians', which, in
order to boners democratic, nercre taking in members and Sithee being
organised had already& president and official newspapers. Un the other hand,
it encouraged the action of other groups with a political character different
fraa that of the deuctratic parties, trying at the same time to break the
solidarity of the umbers of these latter. The promise of places in tho future,
Tational Ccumittee has played an iMportault part in this action of diesclution.

"The atmosphere of distrust, confusion and discontent created around the
Ccumittee in the way ahown above, does not constitute a favorable framework
for =nal operation. But it could have been dispersed and the authority of
the Committee restored through an increased activity, ordered and systematic.

. 3 .
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'For this purpose, there was requested, on one side, the publication of
clear political directives whichiesid orient and harmonise the thoughts of
the refUgenemid theighirl of problems °entreating use on 	 other side, a
concrete presses of work, bauble/I Remanian energies should be engaged,
energies which are wasted today in sterile criticism and interne/ quarrels.

(1 	

th

/'	

"it the beginning of October 190, in Paris, I shored General Rtdosou
the imperious dakr to close the chapter of goal misunderstandings and to
start the rebebilitation of the National Committee, Mewing the road shorn
above, the road of constructive and organised labor. We examined concretely
all question. enumerated by him as 'in litigation', finding for each of them
satisfactory solutions. In exchango, he promised to do everything possible
to smiths ommpaign to sliambe and discredit theist:Lanai Committee and to
voreeethee its woottion and arestice.
'	 "Thissampleted I left for America, having high hopes and especially the

(

fira decision to contribute, in a spirit of large compreitensoni, to the
establishment of penes and humanywithin the Committee, in the work of which
) I bed not participated then directly. thiforemstely, in a short time these

hopes proved to k. simple Illusions. From the very first sessions presided
over by Senegal Meson, folleringtis return from Rowe, a stets of
hostilities was deolared within the forumwhich had the missies to pacify and
immunise Rumadion eeigres abroad. Award uttered a little louder, an opinion
different from that of the president supported by same of the meabers not in
Id. group of friends Ise enough for the discussions to deepen into explanations,
interpretations and personal rocrindmations, and to terminate suddenly without
it being possible to maks decisions concerning the problems of the day.

"Generally, the Committee was not divided on national questions or general
interests. Discussions of such matterg were calm and the decisions were mede
In good understanding. The underlying reasons for such madel were usually
minor questions, of internal administration or involving persons and facto
within the ferment of the world of the Rumanian esidgration.

"Reny times during friendly sessions of the meters of the Committee
without the participation of the president, solutions for various difficulties
were tried out, attempts were made to find practical notin g:Is of work, dividing
ftnotions among the nsmbers and obtaining thedr agreement in advance, thue
making the official sessions simple formalities fcr the approval of some
resolutions agreed to beforehand, reducing discussions and therefore asunder-
standings in the sessions.

"On my side, for this purpose, I made oannessions, which have brought me,
justly, reproaches from my colleagues, the leadership of the Hational Peasant
PartY,

"All in vain. The temperament of General &deem, them:, he understands

/t 

o direct the activity of the Comnittoe, to lead the discussion in the
sessions and to ant outside the sessions have condemned our good intentions
to failure.

!	 "General Rgdoscu loses his tamer easily. It happens that simple opinionsI contrary to his mlohes are taken by him as personal affronts. He does not
understand the normal and general method for deciding foots by a vote of the
najority. He dose not respect even unanimoue decisions of the member% of the
Committee if they do not agree with hie arn.

1	 "He considers himself the only one having the right to determine the order

I

of the day and refuses purely and sinply to discuss matters which do not suit
him:, even if such are requested by the Sovereign Himself. The correspondence,
addressed to him as presidont he considers as personal, primcmting it to the
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Condttes or depositing it on the archives as he wishes. For this reason it
meld happen that important papers, as for exempla a memorandtme frau the
Polish Governante in London, were forgotten among his Formal Marg.

"Oe the other hand, General daemon thinks he has the right to coke
declarations, interventions, to recommend persons and the like, in the tome of
the Committee', but without the knoWledge smut approval at its members. Thanks
to these procedures, it was possible for unqualified persons to be maid to
positions involving the national action and for some of his favorites to
receive salaries and hours on which more refugees could live, refugees who are
today 'starving to death though they deserve well at the Nation for their
diligente and although their qualities would be an addition to the nation
abroad.

"To complete the exposition, I recall also a fact which seen of especial
gravity. It no longer ;asses unnoticed, the moment General Brdesou wanted to
let it be Imam through an official see, such as his letter reproduced at the
beginning of these lines.

"It concerns the introductics of authorities and foreign factors into
the resolution of our internal problems.

"I pass over the fact that I had only an inoidental and imoomplete
buniedge of the 'Barnes proposal'. I had then no possibilite to take a
statement about it. Probably its formal ocensmioatica was thought to be
useless, because of the feet that it was not accepted by sate of the numbers
of the Committee, understanding by this, I think, General BIdesou himself,
beams as we Imo, he at first rejected it. Ditt I find this prooedure in
itself reprehensible end not compatible with the dignity which mist be
observed by the Cnemittee.

"General Itidesou was made aware of the grave error that he had oommiteed
in his appeal or August 1948, in which he showed that the urgency for the
creation of a National Committee emanated from the will of a Foreign Poser,
a will 'above which no en.could pass'. I see withdeep grief that, folic:sing
the constitution of the Carittes, this practice has continued in our executive.
The authorities here who maintain contact with merlons National gainittees
have been kept informed not only of the decisions and the activity of the
National Camdttee - as was aortal but were informed, and not always in an
objective masmer, of all details ooneenting the misunderstandings within our'
Committee, attempting to give to them the role of arbitrator and tutor which
is unacceptable from the Ri 4sM point of vier and foreign to their
intentions.

"Pie appreciate too much the good will and help of the Peers an which
depends, in the last analysis, the liberation of Rumania, to create for those'
Powers delicate situations. On the other side, the sentiments of nationsl
dignity end the interests of Mani= action oblige us to maintain not only
true independence - which we have but oblige us to avoid carefully contrary
appearances which could give propaganda material to adversaries who lurk
about and match us."

"Biro,

"In the above exposition, appears, I believe, the answer to the second
question put by Tour Majesty by means of the letter of General Petre-LasKr
dated 26 April.

"To be able to insure for the preen& cosecittee, the possibility of
laborious and useful work, before everything else the nature, mentality,
coacoptians and method of cork of the Presidout should be changed.
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'On the basis of emporia= up to the present, following the failure of
all. efforts to pacify the spirits and harmonize the activity of the Committee,
I do not believe that this streets can be aecomplished. I think, on the
contrary: that the different attempts at 'technical' arrangements have only
worsened the situation. General Radeaou biterpretinc then in the sense that
no matter what happens, his foreign friends will now agree to his remove/
free& the leadership.

the replacement of General Radesou in the leadership of the National
Committee bemuses thus a necessity which cannot be -voided and cannot be
delayed without real /osa for Reassnian activity.

"bit telang into considere.tion his east diligence, his prestige and
venerable age, it veneld be desirable that this change, which has becalm
unavoidable without guilt on his part, because of his age and because of his
nature and 'friends', be made at the same time taking into consideration
and treating with care kis prestige and his sensibilities. I propose then
that he be relieved of the obligations of leadership and kept as Honorary
President of the National Oommittee without other functions.

"The action awaited tram the Committee cannot be accomplished without a
unified leadership. I do not believe then, that arrangements invelring
larger or smaller committees, which by their very nature woken unity and
spread authority, would whiten the purpose. I believe then that the
nominatton of a men motive president to head the Naticnal Caamittee, is
necessary in the person of a capable man who bums the political problems and
democratic practices, is master of his ideas and his nerves, end would be the
element of cohesion and harmony neceisary for the action of liberation. 	 .

"If Tour liajesty will make a dee:deice in this sense, the Rational Peasant
Party end the Coma of Political Pe.rties will fulfill their duty to rake
concrete proposals both for the person of the future president, and far the
eventual enlargement or greater change that could became necessary on the
occasion of a change in the president."

"Sire,

"I have written this report overcame by vivid bitterness, and only with
a truly suffering heart have I put on paper the oonolusion at which I have
arrived.

"I was encemg those who thought that the arrival among us at General
Radesou was a great good fortune for RUMM11102 activity. Vie thought that tleus
it weed be possible to form a Committee in exile that would continue,
symbolically, the /sit legal Government of the country, formed by the
democratic political parties and presided over by him. The practice and
authority he enjoyed at home and abroad, naturally placed him in command, and
his age indicated him to be the ideal harmoniser of various views in such •a
complex activity.

"We are obliged to see, harever, that this last factor, old age, whose
ravages nobody escapes, has beemne the main reason which requires the passage'
if General Radesou Tram activity to the position of honor which im due me12.“

Rt-
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